Gene expression in chondrocytes assessed with use of microarrays.
Despite considerable limitations such as low sensitivity and insensitivity to alternative splicing, posttranscriptional regulation, and posttranslational modification, cDNA array technology provides a powerful tool with which to obtain an overview of gene expression patterns, hardly achievable with other techniques. This has been shown to be true for the analysis of known genes as well as the discovery of new genes of interest. Samples of normal and late-stage osteoarthritic cartilage of human knee joints were analyzed with use of the Human Cancer 1.2 cDNA-array and TaqMan analysis. In spite of a large variability of expression levels among different patients, significant expression patterns for many known genes of interest such as cartilage matrix proteins (e.g., collagen types II, VI, and XI; aggrecan; decorin; biglycan) and matrix-degrading proteases were detected. Of the latter, MMP-3 appeared to be strongly expressed in normal and early degenerative cartilage and downregulated in the late disease stages. This indicates that, in the late stages of cartilage degeneration, other degradation pathways might be more important, for example, those involving enzymes such as MMP-2 and MMP-13, both of which were upregulated in late-stage disease. Most results have to be considered to be preliminary to a certain degree, as technical tools and interpretation approaches are still emerging and need more validation. Clearly, there is a major challenge to distill information and knowledge out of the obtained mass of data. However, these data will be one basis of a new world of biological understanding. These new insights will be network-based and no longer molecule-centered. Today, molecules have a biochemical and physiological context; tomorrow, biological networks will have molecules as constituents.